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KNOWLEDGE-BASED ROBOT CONTROL 
Agris Nikitenko 
Abstract: The paper is related with the problem of developing autonomous intelligent robots for complex 
environments. In details it outlines a knowledge-based robot control architecture that combines several 
techniques in order to supply an ability to adapt and act autonomously in complex environments. The described 
architecture has been implemented as a robotic system that demonstrates its operation in dynamic environment.  
Although the robotic system demonstrates a certain level of autonomy, the experiments show that there are 
situation, in which the developed base architecture should be complemented with additional modules. The last 
few chapters of the paper describe the experimentation results and the current state of further research towards 
the developed architecture. 
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ACM Keywords: I.2.4.J – Representations, I.2.6.A – Analogies, I.2.6.E – Induction, I.2.8.G – Plan execution, 
formation, and generation, I.2.9.A – Autonomous Vehicles  
Introduction 
Due to the constantly increasing interest about autonomous systems for application in various fields that require a 
certain degree of autonomy, it is necessary to develop platforms or architectures, which fit the demand. This 
paper describes an alternative knowledge-based architecture that combines several well known techniques of 
artificial intelligence in order to increase the system’s autonomy. The most important advantage of the described 
architecture hides in the usage of the symbolic representation of the system’s knowledge that is easy to use by 
the researcher and the system itself.  
While the paper relies on the previous research in the field, only the most fundamental definitions are given 
[Nikitenko EMS2006, Nikitenko KDS 2005, Nikitenko 2005].  
A complex environment is described with the following fundamental properties [Druzinin 1985]:  
– uniqueness – usually complex systems are unique or number of similar systems is insignificant.  
– hardly predictable – complex systems are very hard to predict. 
– ability to maintain a certain progress resisting against some outer influence. 
According to the sources used [Russell 2003, Huang 2003, Antsaklis 1996, Knapik 1997], an autonomous 
intelligent system is defined as any artificial intelligent system that can achieve its goals using its own knowledge, 
experience and available decision alternatives as well as operating without any outer assistance.  
According to the definitions of the complex environment and autonomous system, the previous research resulted 
in development of knowledge-based architecture that supplies the basic functionality for autonomous system 
operating in a complex environment. The basic features of the developed architecture are outlined in the next 
section. 
Basic Features of an Intelligent System 
Summarizing the basic qualities of the proposed architecture are as follows [Nikitenko EMS 2006, Nikitenko KDS 
2005, Nikitenko 2005]: 
– Ability to reason about facts that are not observable directly by the system. This ability is achieved by 
means of the deductive reasoning. The proposed architecture does not state the kind of deductive reasoning that 
should be used. The only rule is that the selected deductive reasoning method has to address demands of a 
particular task. As it is described above the complex environments may be very dynamic and even with stochastic 
features. Therefore some uncertain reasoning techniques may be the most suitable. For example the 
experimental system implements a certainty factor based reasoning [Buchanan 1982]. 
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– Ability to learn. As it is assumed above the intelligent system eventually will not have a complete model of 
the environment. Therefore the environment will be hardly predictable. Also complex environments are dynamic – 
in other words the system will face with new situations very often. Obviously, some adaptation mechanisms 
should be utilized. From point of view of intelligence the adaptation includes the following main capabilities: a 
capability of acquiring new knowledge and adjustment of the existing knowledge. The inductive reasoning module 
refers to the capability of learning. During an operation the intelligent system collects a set of facts (observations) 
through sensing the environment that forms an input for the learning mechanism.  
– Ability to reason associatively. This feature is necessary due to the huge set of different possible situations 
that the intelligent system may face with in the complex environments. For example, there may be two different 
situations that can be described by n parameters (n is big enough number) where only k parameters are different 
(k is small enough number). Obviously these situations may be assumed as similar. Therefore an associative 
reasoning is used – to reason about situations that are observed for the first time by the intelligent system 
similarly to reasoning about experienced situations. The associative reasoning is realized through using 
associative links among similar situations (descriptions). Each situation may be accessed or identified by a set of 
features thus this mechanism operates in similar manner to the associative memory [Kokinov 1988, Wichert 
2000]. An issue about which situations should be linked is conditioned by a particular task or goals of the 
system’s designer.  
– Ability to sense an environment. This feature is essential for any intelligent system that is built to be more 
or less autonomous. This feature also includes an ability to recognize situations that the system has faced with as 
well as an ability to obtain data about unknown situations. All sensed data is structured in frames (see below). 
During the frame formation process the sensed environment’s state is combined with system’s inner state thereby 
allowing the system to reason about the system itself. Also the sensed system’s and environment’s states are 
used to realize a feedback in order to adjust the system’s knowledge. Thereby the system’s flexibility is 
increased. 
– Ability to act. This feature is essential for any intelligent system that is designed to do something. If the 
system (autonomous) is unable to act, it will not be able to achieve its goals. The way of acting and the purpose 
of acting vary depending on the goals of the system’s designer.  
The listed above features form a basis for an intelligent system that operates in a sophisticated environment. 
According to the features of complex systems that are listed above, any of them may be implemented as it is 
needed for a particular task. In other words the implementation methods and approaches are dependent on the 
purposes of the system itself. Nevertheless the main question is how to bind all of them in one whole - one 
intelligent system. Obviously, there is a necessity for some kind of integration. There are many good examples of 
different kinds of integration that may be found in widely available literature devoted to hybrid intelligent systems 
[Goonatilake 1995].  
The developed architecture is based on so called intercommunicating hybrid architecture where each of the 
integrated modules is independent, self-contained, intelligent processing unit that exchanges information and 
performs separate functions to generate solutions [Goonatilake 1995]. The developed architecture in more details 
is described in the next section 
Architecture of the Intelligent System 
According to the list of the basic features there can be outlined the basic modules that correspond to the related 
reasoning techniques. The modules are outlined in the figure 1.  
According to the figure 1, there are four basic modules that form system’s kernel. The modules fulfill the following 
basic functions 
– Deductive reasoning module This module performs deductive reasoning using if..then style rules [Luger 2002, 
Russell 2003]. In order to implement the adaptation functionality, this module may exploit some particular 
uncertain reasoning technique. In the proposed architecture the main purpose of this module is to predict 
(forecast) future states of the environment as well as the inner state of the system. During the reasoning 
process if..then rules are used in a combination with the input data obtained from the sensors. 
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– Inductive reasoning module This module performs an inductive 
reasoning. It learns new rules and adds them to the rule base. 
Again the proposed architecture does not state what kind of 
inductive learning technique is used. The only limitation is the 
requirement to produce rules that could be used by the 
deductive reasoning module. For example, if the fuzzy 
reasoning is used, then the result is a set of fuzzy rules.  
– Case based reasoning module Case based reasoning operates 
with “best practice” information that helps to reduce planning 
time as well as provides this information to modeler in an 
explicit manner.  
– Associative reasoning module. This module links situations 
according to the similarity among them thus allowing to reason 
associatively. In the robotic system the similarity measure is calculated using the following formula: 
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In the formula (1): 
yi – 1 – if the i-th situation is similar to the given; 
n – a number of attributes that describes each situation; 
xj – value of the j-th attribute of the given situation; 
T – a threshold value – an number of attributes 
which values are equal for the given and the i-th 
situation. In the robotic system (see below) is 
applied only for 8 IR sensors, all other situation 
parameters have to be equal. Therefore the T’s 
value may be changed from 1 to 8.  
 )(x∂  - 1 if the value of the j-th attribute is equal for 
both situations;  
This module considerably reduces the overall 
amount of knowledge processed by the system 
because there is no need to store every experienced 
situation just unique situations, which are not like 
any other experienced before.  
Of course, the intelligent system needs additional 
modules that would supply it with the necessary 
information about the environment and mechanisms 
to perform some actions. Therefore the basic architecture shown in figure 1 is complemented with few additional 
modules. The enhanced architecture is depicted in the figure 2. The additional modules (drawn in grey) have the 
following basic functions: 
– Planner module. This module is one of the central elements of the system. Its main function is to plan future 
actions that lead to achievement of the system’s goals. During the planning process three of the basic reasoning 
techniques are involved – deductive, case based and associative reasoning. A result of the planner is a sequence 
of actions that are expected to be accomplished by the system thereby achieving its goals. 
– Sensor module. The module’s purpose is to collect information from the sensors about the environment’s and 
the system’s states. The sensed information is portioned in separate frames (see below) and forwarded to the 
interface (see figure 3). Once the information is forwarded, it is available for the other modules. 
  
Figure 1. Basic modules 
 
 
 
 Figure 2. Enhanced architecture 
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– Performer module. This module performs a sequence of actions that are included in the plan. Also this module 
uses information about the system’s and the environment’s current states in order to determine whether the 
instant actions can be accomplished. 
– Calculator module. This module collects and produces any reasoning relevant quantitative data. For example, 
in the robotic system (see below) this module is used to calculate certainties of the rules including those rules that 
are newly generated by the inductive reasoning module. Functionality of the module may be enhanced according 
to the necessities of the particular tasks or goals of 
the system’s designer.  
As it is depicted in figures 1 and 2, all of the 
modules use the central element – Interface in 
order to communicate to each other. They are not 
communicating to each other directly thereby a 
number of communication links is reduced as well 
as all of the information circulating in the system is 
available for any module. A architecture of the 
interface is depicted in the following figure 3: 
The architecture consists of several basic 
elements. The fundamental element of the whole 
architecture is situation. 
Situations. Situations are the key elements in the 
interface structure. They correspond to the 
situations which are experienced by the system. 
Every situation is described with a set of features (attributes). Each attribute is described with its value. As it is 
depicted in the figure 3 situations are linked to each other by associative links. These links form the basis for 
associative reasoning. When the intelligent system runs into a certain case the most likely situation is activated. It 
is used for reference to rules and cases. If there is no rule that can be triggered, then the system tries to trigger 
rules that refer to the bounded similar situations (with same degree of likeness). The result may be less feasible, 
but using association among situation the system can run out of the dead end cases. The idea is obtained from 
the associative memory mechanism [Kokinov 1988, Wichert 2000]. It also reduces the impact of the sensor errors 
on the reasoning process, because allows to use similar not directly matching situation. Thereby the overall 
amount of knowledge is reduced as well. 
Rules. Rules are any kind of notation that represents causalities. In the practical experimentations a well known 
if..then notation was used [Luger 2002, Russell 2003]. As it is depicted in the figure 3 rules are linked to situations 
and actions. When the system activates several situations by using associative links the appropriate rules are 
also activated thus system can scan a set of “associated” rules as well. This simple mechanism improves the 
ability to adapt. As it is depicted in the figure 3 rules are linked to actions. Thereby rules through the deductive 
reasoning are used in planning process. In the robotic system each rule is complemented with a certainty factor 
which is used during the reasoning process (the certainty theory’s simplified practical model is used) [Buchanan 
1982]. The certainty factor is calculated using the following formula: 
( )
N
SRuleCF =  (2) 
In the formula (2): 
CF(Rule) – certainty factor of the rule; 
S – number of times when the rule’s forecasted values of the situation attributes (one or many) were observed by 
the system;  
N – number of times when the rule has been used;  
Case quality or value is calculated using the same formula. In that case: 
S – number of times when case was used and appropriate goal was achieved; 
N – number of times when the case was used; 
 
Figure 3 Architecture of the interface. 
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Actions. Actions are symbolic representations that can be translated by the intelligent system and cause the 
system to do something. For example “turn to the right” causes the system to turn to the right by 900. Each action 
consists of three parts: precondition, body and postcondition. Precondition is every fact (attribute of the situation) 
that should be true before the action is executed. For example, before opening the door it has to be unlocked. 
Body is a sequence of basic (or lover level) actions that are executed directly – for example a binary code that 
forwarded to a motor controller causes the motors to turn (in the case of robotic system). Post conditions are 
factors that will be true after the execution. For example after opening the door, the door is opened. 
Cases. Cases are direct descriptions of the system’s experience. Mathematically a case is described as follows:  { }GPlECase ,,=  (3) 
In the formula (3): 
Case – The case; 
E – situation or input; 
Pl – plan which leads to achievement of the goal; 
G – goal; 
In the robotic system each case was complemented with reliability factor that is calculated using the formula (2), 
with difference that S is a number times when the case has been used and the goal was achieved.  
Frames. Frames are data structures that contain the sense array from the environment and the system. It means 
that frames contain snapshots of the environment’s and the system’s states. Mathematically it may be described 
as follows: 
{ }SyEnFrame ,=  (4) 
In the formula (4): 
En – a snapshot of the environment’s state; 
Sy – a snapshot of the system’s state; 
As it is depicted in figure 3 frames are chained one after another thus forming a historical sequence of the 
environment’s and the system’s states. Frames form an input data for the learning (induction module) algorithms 
as well. 
Goal. The goal is a task that has to be accomplished by the system. It can be defined in three different ways: as a 
sequence of actions that should be done, as some particular state that should be achieved or as a combination of 
the actions and the states. The third option is implemented in the robotic system described below. Thereby the 
goal is described as: 
{ }CMSG ,,=  (5) 
In the formula (5) 
G – the goal; 
S – a set of states that has to be achieved; 
M – a set of actions that has to be performed; 
C – order constraints that order elements of the sets S and M; 
Plan. Plan is a sequence of actions that is currently executed by the system. It may be formed using both basic 
and complex actions. After the plan is accomplished it is evaluated depending on whether the goal is achieved or 
not thereby forming feedback information for the calculator module. 
Quantitative data. This element is used to maintain any kind of quantitative data that is produced by the calculator 
module and is used during the reasoning process. For example it may contain certainties about facts or rules, 
possibilities etc. Quantitative data is collected during the reasoning process as well as during the analysis of the 
input data - feedback data. All of those components together form an interface for the basic modules: Inductive, 
Deductive, Case based and Associative reasoning. The architecture is implemented as experimental robotic 
system that is shortly described below. 
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Experimental Robotic System 
The robotic system is an autonomous intelligent system that 
encapsulates all of the mentioned above elements of the 
proposed architecture and interface among them. The 
system’s input consists of the following sensors: 
– Eight IR (infrared) range measuring sensors; 
– Electronic compass; 
– Four bump sensors (two front and two rear micro 
switches) 
– Four driving wheel movement measuring resistors (two for 
each driving wheel in order to achieve reliable enough 
measurements). 
The sensors and robotic system is depicted in figure 5. 
 
Two Basix-X [BasicX] microprocessors are used in order to 
communicate with PC and to perform input data 
preprocessing and formatting. Prepared and formatted data 
as frames (see above) are sent to the PC via RS-232 
connection [Strangio 2005]. Few screenshots of the 
controlling software are shown in the following figures: 
 
 
Figure 6. Contr. Software – sensor data section. 
 
 
Figure 7. Contr. Software – rule base section. 
 
 
Figure 8. Contr. Software – goal definition 
 
Figure 9. Contr. Software – Case base section. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The robotic system. 
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All other modules of the intelligent system are implemented as a PC-based software that has a user-friendly 
interface allowing a simple following the system’s operation, collection of the research sensitive data, changing 
system’s goals, etc….  
The system is built for research purposes only. In other words, it is built for experiments in order to examine and 
validate the proposed architecture. Therefore the system’s user interface is built to be as flexible as possible 
allowing its user to manipulate with the robot’s state, goals and results at the runtime. The most important 
features of the robotic system are: 
- Ability to work with multiple goals with mixed structure that may include – actions, states or both; 
- Ability to adapt via using inductive learning algorithm C 4.5 [Quinlan 1996]. Even with the well known 
disadvantages of the axis parallel classification that is used in the algorithm, the system demonstrates 
acceptable adaptation abilities. In practical implementations there may be used other methods described 
in [Centu-Paz 2000, Pappa 2004] that eliminate these problems. 
- Case-Based reasoning is used to store information about best-practice cases and to use this information 
during the planning process. 
- Ability to reason using Certainty theory ideas thus allowing addition of new rules that may be conflicting 
with the existing ones in the rule base. 
- Ability to reason using associative links among the situations. 
- System’s knowledge and the system’s state relevant data is stored and processed in explicit and easy to 
follow manner thus demonstrating the advantages of the used knowledge based techniques. 
It is important to stress that at the very beginning of the system’s operation it has no information about the 
consequences of each action – it needs to learn them. Thereby the bottom-up learning is used. But if it is 
necessary the system’s rule base may be filled with rules, cases and other research relevant information thus 
allowing to model particular state of the system.  
Experiments 
There are several experiments accomplished by the author in order to examine the system and its behaviour in 
different working conditions. One of the most important experiments is described in this section.  
Experiment’s goals 
The experiment’s primary goal is to prove the architecture’s ability to adapt and autonomously achieve the given 
goals as well as to characterize the system’s behavior in uncertain conditions. A secondary goal is a 
demonstration of the system’s operation in uncertain and dynamic conditions. 
Experiment conditions 
In order to meet the experimentation goals, a 3 × 3 m arena is used. The robotic system can freely move around 
the arena, but cannot move outside the arena because of special 50 cm high walls around it.  
At the beginning of the experiment the system’s knowledge base is empty containing only a list of actions that 
may be executed. It means that the system has to acquire knowledge form the observations (sequence of sensor 
state snapshots) in order to achieve the given goals. 120 random goals one after another are given to the system. 
The maximum plan length is limited to 3 actions. 
In order to simulate uncertain conditions, the system is randomly turned in unexpected directions thus causing 
random state transitions. In order to simulate random events, the experimenter from time to time is walking inside 
the arena in unexpected directions thus causing random state transitions.  
Results 
The main measure is effectiveness that is calculated using the following formula: 
%100×=
P
ME  (6) 
In the formula (6): 
E – effectiveness expressed in percents; M number of goals achieved by the system; P – number of plans 
generated during the achievement of the goals; 
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The results are outlined in the graphics on 
figures 10, 11, and 12. 
The first graphic (see figure 10) shows the number 
of plans constructed by the system during the run. 
As it is depicted in the figure 4 at the beginning the 
number of plans is very high (34), approximately 
3.4 plans for one goal. While the system adapts 
the number of constructed plans is gently 
decreasing until reaches the minimum – 10 plans 
for 10 goals. The second graphic (see figure 11) 
shows the number of learning cycles fired by the 
system. The shape of the graphic almost repeats 
the first graphic. The learning mechanism at first 
collects a set of examples which is used for rule 
generation. Thereby the less actions are 
performed the more time is required for collection 
of the set with appropriate amount of examples. 
The third graphic shows the number of cases used 
for plan acquisition (each case includes a ready-
to-use plan). The number of cases used is 
increasing in correspondence with the growth of 
the system’s experience. The last 10 goals are 
achieved using 7 cases. The planning took almost 
6 s during the achievement of the last 10 goals 
while the retrieval of the appropriate case took 
only 0.05 s (more than x100 faster). This 
emphasizes the importance of the case based 
reasoning in autonomous systems. Also results of 
the other experiments showed that associative 
reasoning more the 10 times reduced the amount 
of knowledge (situation descriptions, rules and 
cases) used by the system. This lets to decrease 
planning time and increase flexibility of the system.  
Other experiments 
The systems behavior is compared with system’s 
operation with randomly generated plans. During 
this experiment remarkably simpler goals are 
given – goals that may be achieved with one 
action. For example, a certain state when one 
wheel is turning forward (with empty knowledge 
base the system does not ‘know’ consequences of 
any action, they has to be learned). With each plan 
length (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) 10 goals are given for 
achieving in the same arena. 
The results are shown in the figure 13. 
This experiment shows that the maximum effectiveness (aprox. 2 plans per goal) is reached with plan length 6 
while it is necessary only one action. The figure 10 shows that at the end of experiment for each goal only 1 plan 
is required in more complex conditions. Consequentially, the used mechanisms and the knowledge 
representation schema provide means for certain convergence shown in the previous figures. 
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Figure 10. A number of plans constructed by the system 
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Figure 11. A number of learning cycles 
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Figure 12. A number of cases used to construct plans 
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Figure 13. Number of generated plans and included actions 
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Another experiment is conducted in order to examine an 
importance of the associative reasoning. Like in the 
previous experiment with random plans, the same 
conditions are used as well as 10 goals with each 
example set are given. 
In the figure 14 is shown system’s performance with 
different learning sets – 10, 15, 20 and 25 examples per 
set. 
During the next run an associative reasoning is used 
with different threshold values T (see formula (1) and 
appropriate descriptions). All other conditions remain the 
same. Results are shown in the figure 15. 
In both runs a considerable performance growth is 
achieved comparing with the random plan generation 
results. When the associative reasoning is used the 
system’s performance is slightly higher. The slight 
difference is caused by the small number of goals 
achieved because the associative reasoning is based on 
the previous experience. Therefore if the system is not 
experienced enough the associative reasoning cannot 
provide considerable performance growth. Nevertheless 
the performance is increased. 
Importance of the case based reasoning may be 
observed in figure 12, where the usage of cases is 
increasing together with overall experience of the 
system. For example, the first 10 goals are reached 
without using cases while the last 10 goals are achieved applying 7 cases.  
Other experiments that are not presented in this paper were conducted in order to better describe some specific 
parameters of the system’s behavior under different conditions. 
Current State of Further Research 
As it is shown above, the implemented architecture as a basic input unit uses frame, which consists of system’s 
and the environment’s state snapshots. Each snapshot is described by means of system’s sensor states. Thereby 
the goal also has to be described in means of system’s senor states. This results in a significant limitation if the 
system has to achieve some global goal – goal that is “out of the system’s range of sight”. For better description 
let us consider the following simple task: 
  
Figure 15. System’s task 
Where:  
A – the systems’ current state,  
C – system’s goal state, 
B – unwanted state 
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Figure 15. Number of generated plans and included  
actions with different T values 
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If the desired state is C and it is out of the system’s sensor range, then it is more likely that the system will stop at 
the state B because its representation by means of the system’s sensor state is identical with the state’s C 
representation. In other words, the system can achieve only local goals. However, having information about 
states B and C, it is possible to define two separate goals that follow one after another. Obviously, the system 
might use a geographical or topological map of the environment that could provide the necessary information 
about states B and C. That is the main direction of the further research that is currently undertaken ie. 
enhancement of the developed architecture in order to use geographical and topological maps. Map as an 
additional model would allow to operate with tasks that require: environment investigation and construction of the 
map, self localization, object lookup and others.  
Currently the research is based on a computer model of the robotic system and its environment. The computer 
model in contradiction with the real system allows much easier to compare different techniques used for 
implementation of certain modules. The model uses MS Robotic Studio infrastructure and visualization tool while 
the robot control software is implemented using a general purpose programming language. The used 
infrastructure provides all basic functionality for modeling a robot and its environment as a visual entity and as a 
physical entity as well. The following figures show the difference between mentioned two views of the same 
modeled entity.  
 
 
Figure 16. Model’s visual view 
  
Figure 17. Model’s physical view 
 
The visual model is used for convenience of the user, but the physical view is used for calculations. The physical 
view is less detailed in order to maintain only the essential calculations of the modeled entities.  
The modeling tool has been chosen because of the following features: 
– Functionality, which is tailored for specific needs of robotics i.e. all of the most popular devices are supported 
(the others may be added by the user), wheel traction, mass and inertia and other very important physical 
aspects are supported. 
– Enhanced service oriented architecture that supports event-driven control over the modeled robotic system 
– Platform independence of the controlling software that allows to switch between model and real robot by 
adjustment of the service references without any changes in the controlling code. 
– Support of serialization of the developed model that allows to “save” the current state and continue modeling 
from this particular state whenever it is necessary. 
The mentioned basic features make the MS Robotic Studio very convenient tool for development and modeling of 
robotic systems.  
Currently all of the basic modules are already implemented using the modeling tool. The link between core 
modules and map module is in the development stage. Although the system is not developed yet, the test drives 
of the implemented modules show the ease of use of the mentioned modeling tool and performance of the 
development that is increased due to the usage of the high level programming language instead of the low level 
processor specific languages. 
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As it is stressed in author’s previous papers it is necessary to examine the developed architecture under different 
configurations. For example, the architecture might be implemented using different induction algorithms. The 
developed model will allow to switch among different possible configurations for more detailed examinations of 
the developed architecture in the same conditions. 
Conclusions 
The conducted experiments show that in spite of the known drawbacks of the used algorithms (in particular C4.5) 
the described architecture provides means for convergence in uncertain and dynamic conditions. However a 
deeper analysis outlines important limitations that may be avoided via an appropriate goal definition or via using 
additional models. The further research activities are concentrated on geographical and topological map 
integration into the developed architecture as a separate module. That would provide the necessary information 
for achievement of goals that are “out of the direct sight” of the robot’s sensors and widen the sphere of 
application of the architecture. 
The conducted experiments do not compare performance of different configurations of the developed architecture 
that is still an important issue of further examination. 
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CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM SONARES 
Svetlana Cojocaru, Constantin Gaindric 
Abstract:. A decision support system SonaRes destined to guide and help the ultrasound operators is proposed 
and compared with the existing ones. The system is based on rules and images and can be used as a second 
opinion in the process of ultrasound examination.  
Keywords: decision support systems, knowledge acquisition, image processing, ultrasound examination. 
Introduction 
We will describe a decision support system SonaRes, destined to support ultrasound diagnostics. The system 
plays a consultative role and offers to users its variants of diagnosis. System’s solutions are motivated by 
presenting method(s) of its obtaining and the corresponding images that help to understand its reasons. 
The problem of assuring an adequate medical assistance to the population depends both on training and 
qualification levels of medical personnel and on performance of the used diagnostic equipment. Nowadays it is 
impossible to offer medical services, even at the most modest level, without using of medical equipment, 
apparatuses, devices and technical complexes. Applications of medical equipment are very diverse and include 
diagnostics, treatment, supervision, compensation of a lesion or a handicap, etc. 
There is no doubt that technical assistance in medicine is as important as in pharmaceutical assistance. The 
technical assistance in medical examinations is impossible without strong qualification of staff that exploits this 
equipment and interprets the obtained information. The quality of medical services also directly depends on how 
correctly and efficiently the medical diagnostic and treatment/recuperation equipment is used. 
Ultrasound equipment is much cheaper than the MRI - Magnetic Resonance Imaging, CT – Computer 
Tomography, digital radiography etc, and its rational and efficient use could fill in many gaps in medical diagnosis. 
Technical progress of the last years in the field of ultrasound diagnostics allowed these methods to come to a 
leading position among imagistic procedures. 
Echography has proved to be one of the most usable and beneficial paraclinic investigations as it is non-invasive 
and extremely efficient, has a great accuracy in its area of application, and is executed easily by a well-trained 
specialist. Despite the enthusiasm it meets, the echography has its real limitations like any other procedure. They 
